Assembling All Sorts

Parametric digital design tools and computer-aided manufacturing have enabled a non-uniform, curvilinear and mass-customized architecture. While this conceptual plasticity\(^1\) of the first digital turn has relieved architects of the monotony of the mass-produced detail, the apparent freedom of digitally fabricated architecture still remains bound to industrially produced, standardized components (blanks, bars, bricks and sheet stock) or isotropic plastics (3D printing, thermoforming). Designs are generated in a digital world of infinite possibility, and are wastefully materialized into a world constrained by the 4x8 sheet.

The assimilation of digital information and material properties (made possible by algorithmic design and robotic fabrication) has the potential to increase resource efficiency, while enriching the tactile, visual and performative aspects of architecture through the controlled application of material variation. In practice, however, this “digital materiality”\(^2\) is often limited to components which are dimensionally uniform and selectively obtained—the uninformed brick\(^3\) or grain of sand\(^4\) already bear some resemblance to the pixel.

This seminar will focus on creating details and assembly techniques which derive their non-uniformity, in part, from irregular, “found” building materials. We will develop strategies for digitizing such materials, and methods of programming which allow for these digitized properties to be incorporated into the design. The course will involve the creation of digital and physical study models, and the development of a prototypical robotic assembly technique using the school’s UR3 robot.

Course size is limited, and previous exposure to Grasshopper and/or some programming (Java/Python, etc) will be helpful for students, but is not required.

Seminar Format:

This design seminar will operate as a combination of lab sessions, lectures and discussions, and will expose students to a large variety of software, tools, techniques and prior art. This exposure will sometimes take the form of tutorials, depending on class interest (demand) and skill level, but it is also expected that students will be proactive in discovering and engaging tools and techniques that are of specific interest to their project. This course has no prerequisites for graduate students, and it is probable that students will have a wide range of skill levels. While the course will focus on engaging computational tools, students should not assume that an initial deficiency in technical ability will exclude them from conversation. Projects are never driven solely by technical expertise,

\(^1\) Lavin, 2002
\(^2\) Gramazio & Kohler, 2008
\(^3\) Gramazio, Kohler & Willmann, 2014, pp. 66
\(^4\) Ibid, pp. 286
but by excitement in the ideas behind them, and an ability to cobble together the tools at hand (or obtain new ones) in order to manifest and experiment with those ideas.

Class participation is essential. Students will be expected to engage in discussions around the projects of their peers, and may be asked occasionally to present on readings or prepare questions for visiting guests (i.e. in robotics or preservation).

Assignments will be submitted as mandatory web postings, in order to allow for a variety of media (text, images, video, interactive content, etc) and to create a platform for continued conversation. For your reference, past student work can be accessed online at the following links:

assemblingallsorts-sp17.tumblr.com   assemblingallsorts-fall16.tumblr.com   assemblingallsorts-sp16.tumblr.com

Throughout the semester, you will read academic papers on the subjects you are exploring (as recommended readings and through your own searches); It is expected that these will create a foundation for your work, and find their way into your postings and final presentations in the form of references.

In order to facilitate higher level work, and to benefit from the variable toolsets of your classmates, group work will be encouraged.

The final project will be divided into two phases, with the large part of the semester focusing on the development of individual projects (1-2 people) which explore a novel robotic assembly method for materials of your choosing. Following the final review (a discussion & workshop with invited critics), one project—or a combination of projects—will be selected as the focus of a collective group exercise to develop a larger-scale installation. Final documentation of both projects must be posted to the course webpage prior to the grading deadline.

Schedule:
January 17 - Course Introduction + Assignment 1 Introduction
January 24 - Robot Principles (Grasshopper Control) + Project Proposal Discussion
January 31 - Introduction to Processing
February 7 - Material Morphospaces and Assembly Algorithms (Defining Material Properties)
February 14 - Sensing Object Properties (Kinect, OpenCV, Blob/Marker Detection, Sorting, Simulation, & Classes)
February 21 - Sensing Design Decisions (HID, ControlP5, Image Detection)
February 28 - Sensing and Actuation (Custom Tools / Arduino)
March 7 - Interactive Robot Control In Processing
   [Spring Break - March 12-16]
March 21 - Feedback loops, Call-and-Response Actuation
March 28 - Final Review & Workshop for Individual Projects
April 4 - Assimilation (Discussion and Support with Final Project Development)
April 11 - Data Capturing and Representation
April 18 - Pre-Review and Workshop (Final Group Presentation TBD)

Last Day of Architecture Classes 4/20
Arch Studio Final Reviews 4/23-5/2
Arch Class Finals (exceptions only) 5/3-5/4
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